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“Preserving the Past while Building the Future.”

Celebrating 133 Years of Service
A note from the Siewers Family…

Spring is upon us and we hope it means more business coming your way! We have an
exciting newsletter for you this month! There are articles on Profit Margin, Managing
your Business and Statistics on Residential Remodeling!
Siewers Lumber will be celebrating our 134th Birthday at our Annual Founders Day
Deck Expo on Thursday, May 10th. Azek Building Products and Fasten Master will be
on hand to answer all your decking, railing, flooring and fastening questions! Please
join us for a BBQ LUNCH! We are accepting RSVP’s now so please sign up next time
you are at Siewers or to Lauren at 804-358-2103 or LaurenF@Siewers.com .
We wanted to thank everyone who attended the KATZ ROAD SHOW on Wednesday,
April 11th. It was a huge success with over 150 people in attendance. A special thanks
to the Katz Road Show Team and all the sponsors for making the show so successful!
Thank you for your readership and patronage. Again, we value your feedback and
would love to hear from you about any needs, concerns or suggestions!
-The Siewers Family
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Contractor News
Five Signs Your Remodeling Business is Spiraling Out of Control By Judith
Miller

My work early each year typically is filled with past clients looking for an annual
checkup and potential new clients hoping for insight into how to improve outcomes.
What has alarmed me this year is how many remodelers have struggled to boost profits.
One client grew revenues by 50% in 2016, hitting $3 million with a 33% net margin. On
reflection, that sparkling profit was achieved because the owner worked 60-hour weeks to
keep the wheels on the bus. In 2017, the owner did the same volume hiring a production
manager and a production coordinator. The result? Higher overhead … and a 7% net loss.
Another client, suffering from the impact of a divorce, sold 25% less in volume,
slumping to $1.5 million in 2017. But because other overhead remained unchanged, this
client ended with a 2% net loss rather than the budgeted 7% profit.
Now I’m asking myself, “How could one NOT boost profits in 2017?” The economy in
most of the country was strong, leads were up, and backlog tended to be 8 to 12 months
at minimum. Remodelers were selling at higher margins and clients were waiting in line
to schedule their projects.
In this column I hope to shed light on what seems the most common missteps within this
relatively large group of under-performing remodeling companies. These are, in no
particular order:
1. The owner taking his/her eye off the ball—aka “owner distraction”
2. Abdicating instead of delegating
3. Growing too fast, which led to one or more of the following:
o Hiring too many new field people
o Making too many systematic changes at once in estimating and
accounting/job costing
o Changes in production management
4. Investing in a showroom and/or marketing build up before production is effective
5. Owner salaries and distributions increasing faster than net profit
Any one of these changes can be dangerous, any two often puts the company in ICU and
any three at one time often prove fatal. (See my very favorite book on the topic of
growth: Construction Contractor’s Surival Guide by Thomas Schleifer) Solutions aren’t
part of this column; in the future I’ll outline some of the best ways to resolve each. For
now, determine which of these problems most impacted your company in 2017:
Owner Distraction
The past few years have seen average quarterly gains in remodeling activity of around
6%, Harvard’s Joint Center for Housing Studies reports.
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While this looks and sounds encouraging, many remodelers have become distracted by
either personal issues, such as divorce and/or depression, while others have chased shiny
objects such as development and real estate flips.
These distractions result in reduced owner engagement with the very necessary steps
needed to produce profitable growth: the development and testing of standard operating
procedures in every area of the company, especially sales/estimating and production; the
effective hiring and on-boarding of new personnel; and continuous review of job
profitability and overhead control.
Abdicating Instead of Delegating
This is a dangerous and often undiagnosed malady in a remodeling company. Good
people are hired and are given what the owner thinks is clear instruction as to their roles
and responsibilities, even including key performance indicators. THEN the new hire is on
their own to prove themselves. If all goes well, then all goes well. But without consistent
periodic oversight and training during the important first few months, the employee
might well think they are performing well but have no way of knowing. This is a sure
sign of abdication instead of delegation.
Growing Too Fast
Manageable growth is the key to successful growth. Anything more than 20% annual
growth is dangerous. Systems and people need updating and training to handle growth
effectively. Even 20% is, to me, risky in that employee burnout can quickly lead to
decreased employee morale, which in turn quickly leads to reduced client satisfaction.
That leads straight to reduced gross profit!
Let’s look at some of the problems that can occur:
•

•

•

Hiring too many new field people. The company I mentioned above once lost a
$250,000 railroad car of lumber which had been signed as received the day
before. It probably wasn’t a coincidence that the newly hired project manager
didn’t show that morning. It was not recovered. It is difficult to train more than
two new field people at a time; integrating them into the company culture
typically takes 4 to 6 months for the best hire.
Making too many systematic changes at once in estimating and accounting/job
costing. A company I know well changed estimating systems three times in 18
months. During that time, it never had good job cost reporting because the
estimating was in flux. At the same time, it changed cost codes three times in 18
months, which meant there was no consistency in the way it reviewed job costs as
the job was in production. Gross margin fell, and the field employees weren’t
particularly happy, as they didn’t know if they were doing well or not.
Changes in production management. Rapidly growing companies often go
through two or more production managers as they seek to find one who can deal
with the chaos. I know of a company that within two years fired one production
manager and saw two others quit. Were all three bad hires? Were they
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insufficiently trained? Were the systems in place for them to succeed? The
problem really lay with the owner, not with the three hires.
Investing in a Showroom and/or Marketing
Another remodeler invested all his personal savings into a fabulous showroom in hopes
that it would drive a mass of new clients to the company. It didn’t, and not only had he
depleted his war chest, he also had to pay for the monthly upkeep of a larger space. The
impact was the same when a remodeler invested 7% of annual volume in an expensive
marketing campaign. Marketing typically takes more than 18 months to gain traction and
the company didn’t have available cash to fund 18 months’ investment.
Owner Salaries and Distributions
Enthusiasm and confidence from leads/sales/backlog and the general optimism which I
associate with remodeling owners often leads to pulling more money out of the company
than the annual net profit. Over the years, I have seen many remodeling company owners
increase their personal standard of living even though the company net profit doesn’t
support it. Other owners pull money out of the company in the form of distributions—
which doesn’t hit net profit—without a clear understanding of how that impacts company
cash flow and the development of a sufficient war chest of money for protection in bad
times and safe investment in good times.
Remember: Slow and steady wins the race. Good luck in 2018!

Estimating: How to Improve Your Profit Margin By Michael Stone
Estimating is one of the toughest jobs in construction, and having taught estimating in 44
states to well over 15,000 contractors, I can assure you that it doesn't get easier. It's a
tedious project that requires careful thought, every time.
And blunders happen. "Naw, blunders won't happen to me. I make a few mistakes from
time to time but my estimates are always right on the money." Estimators who say that
will lie about other things as well. We've all missed estimates and some of those misses
were by miles. And looking back, we say, "What in the world was I thinking?" Or, "Was
I thinking at all?"
There's a reason it's called "estimating", not "exacting". We give it our best shot and hope
we're right. In this article, I'd like to talk about some of the more common mistakes that
estimators make. Taking care of these issues will help make your estimates more
accurate. And that's important, because estimating errors cost money.
Labor. Missing a labor estimate is almost always due to either a lack of experience on
that particular job, or just plain guessing. For example: if you've ever framed a curved
wall, you know the minute you look at the plans that your normal labor is going to run at
least 1.5 to 2 times what a straight wall will require. If you've never framed a curved
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wall, and you don't ask someone who has, the actual framing labor on the job will far
exceed your estimated time and you'll lose money. I'll bet you can think of other jobs
where you've missed a labor figure because you didn't have experience in that kind of
work. The solution is to put your ego in your pocket (Cardinal Rule # 4) and ask someone
who's done the job how long it took them and if they have any tips for you to keep the
estimated time in line with the actual time. Don't guess. If you don't have the time to
compile an accurate estimate, then don't do the estimate. Give the job to someone who
cares about the company profit margins.
Subcontractors and Materials. Bad subcontractor numbers and low material costs are
almost as common as missing the labor on a given job. Again, this is almost always due
to guessing on the part of the estimator. My 6th Cardinal Rule is: You shall get written
quotes on all items that exceed $300 on your estimate. Not some of them, all of them.
"Oops", "oh-oh" and "ha-ha's". They happen. Somebody grabs 4 boards from the pile
of 2" x 6"s. The problem is that the ones they grab are 12' instead of the 10' board they
should have used. So someone gets to make a return trip to the lumberyard and that time
comes right out of your profit.
Stuff happens, and if you're wise you'll add a percentage to all of your estimates to
compensate for stuff. You can call it a miscellaneous factor or an error factor, but it's the
wise and prudent estimator who adds an extra factor on every estimate to account for
mistakes, both yours and others.
To calculate that factor, compare your estimated costs to your actual costs on jobs
completed. You can make it a lump sum comparison of labor, materials, subcontractor
and other costs, or (better idea) compare each area individually. If you look at each cost
area individually, you'll know where your biggest estimating errors are occurring. Use
that actual error percentage on future estimates. Watch this over time – as you get better,
your goal is to get that error factor down into the 1 – 2% range.
Estimating is a skill, and skills can be learned. The better your estimating, the better your
profit margin; it's worth taking the time to do it right.

Residential Remodeling By Chris Herbert
This year is expected to be “another robust one” for residential remodeling, with growth
accelerating as the year progresses, according to the Leading Indicator of Remodeling
Activity released by the Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University. The
LIRA projects that 2018 homeowner spending on improvements and repairs will
approach $340 billion, a gain of 7.5% over 2017. If that projection holds, 2018 could
post the strongest gains for residential remodeling in more than a decade. Steady gains in
the broader economy are supporting growing demand for home improvements. We
expect remodeling will also get a boost from ongoing restoration efforts in areas of the
country impacted by last year’s natural disasters.
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Feel Lucky!

Be sure and bring your business card next time
you visit Siewers. Just drop it into the glass fish
bowl on the counter to enter a monthly drawing.
Good Luck!!!
Congratulations to Sam Cirelli our
April Winner!

Sale Items This Month

*
*
*
*

Interior Doors $50
Exterior Doors $100
Free Pallets (Firewood, Tables, Partitions, Fence, etc) Up to 18’ long
Discounted bundles of culled lumber (gardens, farms, temporary projects, etc.)
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Economy Snap Shot……….

Unemployment
Rate – Entire U.S.
4.1%
4.1%
4.5

Mar. 2018
Prior Month –Feb. 2018
Prior Year – Mar. 2017

Gallon ($)
Of Gas
$2.65
$2.52
$2.32

Mar. 31 , 2018
Prior Month – Feb. 2018
Prior Year – Mar. 2017

Consumer
Confidence
(Indexed to value
of 100 in 1985)
127.7
130.8
124.9

Total Housing
Starts/Seasonally
Adjusted Annual
Rate
1,319,000
1,295,000
1,189,000

Existing Home
Sales
N/A
5,540,000
5,700.000

National Avg.
Mortgage Rate
4.44
4.33
4.2

Market Summary
April16, 2018

1/01/18

3/31/17

24,792

24,719

20,663

NASDAQ

7,156

6,903

5,912

S&P 500

2,677

2,673

2,363

DOW

Long & Foster Market Minute / March 2018
New Listings

2,749

Median Sales Price

$240,000

Current Contracts 2,217

Days on Market

46

Sold vs. List

Months of Supply

2.2

99.5%
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Company Mission
To serve the needs of contractors and remodelers.

“Preserving the Past while Building the Future.”
Siewers Lumber & Millwork
1901 Ellen Road
Richmond, VA 23230
Phone: (804) 358-2103 Fax: (804) 359-6986
Hours:
Monday – Friday
7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Visit our website for product and general information at
www.siewers.com
&
also on Facebook at Siewers Lumber & Millwork

Share with others. . . . . . .
If you know someone that would like to receive our “Siewers Newsletter”,
have them email me at laurenf@siewers.com and we will add them to our
distribution list.
….Next issue May 17th
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